Data Sets for DEd Student Cohorts

Pending approval from your advisor and identification of specific research questions to be addressed, the following data sets have been approved for dissertation research for UO EMPL DEd Cohort admitted in 2011-12 or later:

**NCES Early Childhood Longitudinal Program (ECLS):** Available at http://nces.ed.gov/ecls/

**NCES High School and Beyond:** Available at http://nces.ed.gov/surveys/hsb/

**BRT EasyCBM:** Jerry Tindal has provided Grade 3-5 data that DEd students may use.

**EPIC School Diagnostic/Campus Ready 2010-11 data; C-PAS/ThinkReady 2011 data; Reaching the Goal, Entry Level College ongoing:** Dave Conley may provide access to data from the projects above. He has provided a series of research questions that may be addressed.

**NCES Fast Response Survey System (Only Public Use Data Sets Approved by Your Advisor):**
Available at http://nces.ed.gov/pubsearch/getpubcats.asp?sid=005#

**PISA 2009 International Database (Only Public Use Data Sets Approved by Your Advisor):** Downloads of some international data sets available at http://pisa2009.acer.edu.au/

**TIMMS IDE (Only Public Use Data Sets Approved by Your Advisor):** Downloads of some international data sets available at http://nces.ed.gov/surveys/international/ide/

**OAKS District Level Data (STUDENT must obtain own set from district, they are responsible for all arrangements on permissions for obtaining and use of data, also must be approved by advisor for an OAKS data set to be used):**
Student obtains, see note above.